


This Whitepaper document presents the information, references,

structure, rationale, legitimation, purpose and mechanisms of the

"Dhahab Sports" token.

Read this entire document carefully, noting that the content of this

Whitepaper does not constitute legal, financial, accounting, commercial,

tax or tax advice, so for this purpose(s), the user must seek professionals

in the respective area.

Dhahab Sports will not assume responsibility for any kind of direct or

indirect damage or loss that you may suffer in connection with access to

this Whitepaper, as well as the use of such token.

Companies working with the decentralised market are not regulated by

the securities market surveillance bodies as a rule. In this sense, digital

assets "tokens" are financial assets and are different from the currencies

of sovereign governments.

In this ballast, as extracted from cvm (Brazil), mister some considerations

for the user to be alert when using digital assets, being: risk of fraud;

vulnerability to cyber attacks; risks of money laundering and tax evasion

operations; market manipulation; lack of mechanisms aimed at investor

protection.

Furthermore, cvm has promoted guidelines for the user to follow when

trading their digital assets, which are: verify if the base software is free

and open source or closed; verify that the technology is public,

transparent, accessible and verifiable by any user; and the trading

liquidity of the

cryptoasset.

For elucidation purposes, the shares, debentures and contracts of

investment funds are characterized as securities, so that their issuers

necessarily need to be registered with the supervisory bodies, as well as

are subject to the legislation and regulation of securities. In turn, tokens

cannot be considered securities because: (I) they are not on the list of

laws that deal with securities; (II) its issuance and distribution is carried

out by private companies, in a decentralized way, through blockchain

technology.

DISCLAIMER



Dhahab Sports is a sports agency ran by sports professionals

representing high-performance soccer athletes with a focus on

managing their careers.

With more than 8 years experience, dozens of international

transfers have been made, including the main clubs in the

Americas, Europe and Asia.

Dhahab Sports' MISSION is to bring knowledge and advise the

best soccer athletes in the world.

Our VISION is to be the leading sports transfer agency in the

world, as a result of the quality advice we offer our athletes.

Our VALUES are based on the Will to Win, Integrity, Passion,

Proactivity, Respect, Teamwork and Trust

DHAHAB SPORT





Dhahab Sports has in its executive body professionals graduated

in

Physical Education, post-graduated in Sports Training with

several other complementary courses within the area of sports,

bodybuilding and

educational.

With 8 years of experience working with players, they have

worked in

various roles in clubs such as Fluminense, CFZ, Madureira,

América do Rio de Janeiro, Bangú among others.

Dhahab Sports also has extensive access to Paraguayan teams

due to a strong parceri developed during the country's 4 years of

football, including it was there that Dhahab held its first

negotiations within football thus

starting a solid network.

This intense experience yielded excellent results enabling the

creation and development in virtually all clubs of the series A, B,

C And D of the

Brazilian Championship, which consequently allowed access to

clubs that are in the first, second and third division series of the

state championships.

Entre the great names and entrepreneurs of world football,

Dhahab Sports has relationship and access to several of them as

Giuliano Bertollucci, Carlos Leite, Eduardo Uram, Vagner Ribeiro,

Fernando Garcia and Jorge Machado.

Talking about the big names and entrepreneurs in soccer world,

Dhahab Sports has relationships and access to several of them, such as

Giuliano Bertollucci, Carlos Leite, Eduardo Uram, Vagner Ribeiro,

Fernando Garcia and Jorge Machado.

Among the big ones in soccer who have become success business

people too, Dhahab has a close relationship with Luís Fabiano the

''fabulous'', Felipe Ortis former player and current coach of Barcelona’s

B Team, Diego Lopes coach of Brescia from Italy , André Pinga idol in

the United Arab

Emirates, among many other former athletes from Brazil and abroad.

Currently one of its executives is a representative of the Swedish club

Linkoping City from Sweden's third division for all of South America.

And not only that, he has partnership with agents from many countries

in Europe, Asia, Africa and so on.

Nowadays in order to carry out operations, strengthen relationships

and partnerships within soccer, the directors of Dhahab Sports have

traveled to many Brazilian states, Latin American countries and

recently they returned from a tour in Europe and the Middle East
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A.The FOOTBALL PLAYER'S EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

The relationship between a footballer and his club is labor, however it

differs from the relationship commonly agreed in the labor market,
because it assumes the special labor nature, as he goes on to explain.

For the hiring of a football player there is the conclusion of a labor
contract, in which it contains two modalities, being:

I.Federative Law: it is the labor relationship, which in Brazil is
governed by the Consolidation of Labor Laws (CLT); and

II.Economic Law: is the business relationship of this contract,
involving profits, bonuses, participations, regarding image rights,
sponsorship, etc.

In this sense, the special employment contract is considered the pact

between footballer and club, since it contains the two modalities of
rights listed above. It is noteable that in this relationship there is the
provision of freedom of employment governed by the CLT and the
fractionation of economic rights, similar to the nature of commercial
transfers.

Thus, if there is the transfer of a football player between clubs are
considered amounts ranging from labor funds to amounts of economic
rights, and each party must receive what fits its fraction in the
participations.

the participations. The parties participating in these transfers may be

clubs, athletes' entrepreneurs, revealing agencies, sponsors, etc.

It is in this context that Dhahab Sports is inserted, in order to the

agency that owns the digital asset to be revealing players in the

football market, in order to actively act in the negotiations of transfers

of athletes, thus

generating security and guarantee for the utility token, considering the

rights listed above.

B.OF THE TRANSFERS OF ATHLETES

It is also necessary to speak of freedom of employment, which in Brazil

is elucidated in Art. 5, item XIII, and Art. 6, of crfb/88 (Carta Magna),

a right that provides for the worker to choose where he wants to be

employed, which is not different from the football player, who can

choose which club to work for. This forecast provides a great demand

for negotiations in the football market, involving the federative and

economic rights of a footballer.

Not only that, there is also the protection of the rights of clubs and

agencies, which are "owners" of the player's work, signed in the

special

CONTEXT



Not only that, there is also the protection of the rights of clubs and

agencies, which are "owners" of the player's work, signed in the special

labor contract. Thus, when there are transfers of athletes, it is only the

players are compensated, as also receive amounts the holders of the

work rights of that athlete. Therefore, more than demonstrated the

demand and various forms of financial negotiations that are part of the

transfer of an athlete, thus reinforces the idea of security and assurance

on which the utility token Dhahab Sports is based.

C.FOR THE RIGHTS OF TRAINERS

To those who own the player's work rights (e.g. club and agency) are

protected some rights, such as to keep the player in his institution for all

the time in which the transfer window is closed, to perform the first

contract of employment of the player when he becomes professional, to

be able to receive percentage in the first transfers of the athlete

revealed by the institution, among others.

In this ballast, it should be noted that Dhahab Sports maintains strong

security and guarantee to the utility token in view of it reveals and forms

athletes of the football market and is backed by the above-mentioned

rights.

In view of this, their safety is based when the athlete has and when the

athlete is traded, in order to seek safety and transparency in both

moments, aiming to establish a healthy ecosystem for all parties

involved, especially for the acquirers of the utility token Dhahab Sports.

CONTEXT



Since it is a token, distributed through Blockchain technology, the

Dhahab Sports digital asset will be available to the entire crypto

market community. In this sense, in view of the nature of this market,

the token is subject to market volatility, inherent to the environment of

very high activity.

In this way, Dhahab Sports has created liquidity security rules, in

particular security for its acquirers. That is, Dhahab will work for the

token to be launched on the best centralized exchanges in the world, in

order to seek greater reach and stability for the token

TOKEN APPRECIATION



One of the products offered by Dhahab Sports is the possibility for the

acquirer of the digital asset to deposit their token units in the staking

function. In this role, the user receives rewards for leaving their

tokens stored in their wallet for a certain time, without movement, in

exchange for receiving bonus in units of the digital asset, proportional

to the period and amount of tokens in staking

STAKING

suporte@dhahabsports.com 

contato@dhahabsports.com

https://tawk.to/chat/6226630da34c24564129e814/1ftiv5sek

CONTACT

Email

Chat

mailto:suporte@dhahabsports.com
mailto:contato@dhahabsports.com
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3% on Automatic Staking

Dhahab Sports will feature devices that will yield bonuses and
will still bring stability to the token. Each Dhahab Sports
transaction will have a 6% fee as follows:

3% reflection - distribution among hodlers;

1% automatic liquidity;

2% marketing

DHAHAB TOKENOMICS
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dhahabsports.com
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@dhahabsports

@DhahabSports

@dhahabsports

u/dhahabsports

@dhahabsports

@dhahabsports
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STARTEN
INCUBATOR

Starten is an incubator of Crypto Projects and Blockchain Technology 
Development.

Formed by people passionate about technology and social transformation.

Our purpose is to create businesses that change people's lives, generate savings, 
jobs and opportunities around the world.

Dhahab Sport has been approved in our Crypto Starten Project Incubation 
Protocol.

www.starten.global

Lorem ipsum

@starten_global

StartenIncubadora  

StartenIncubadora

http://www.starten.global/

